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Cosmic Baryon Budget: Fukugita, Hogan & Peebles： ApJ 503 (1998) 518
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Simulated distribution of matter in the universe
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Four phases of cosmic baryonsFour phases of cosmic baryons

Condensed:Condensed: δδ>1000, T<10>1000, T<1055KK
Stars + cold intergalactic gasStars + cold intergalactic gas

Diffuse:Diffuse: δδ<1000, T<10<1000, T<1055KK
PhotoPhoto--ionized intergalactic mediumionized intergalactic medium
LyLyαα absorption line systemsabsorption line systems

Hot:Hot: T>10T>1077KK
XX--ray emitting hot intraray emitting hot intra--cluster gascluster gas

WarmWarm--hot:hot: 101055K<T<10K<T<1077KK
WarmWarm--hot intergalactic medium (hot intergalactic medium (WHIMWHIM))

Dave et al.  ApJ 552(2001) 473
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Three complementary methods 
to search for dark baryons

absorption line systems of OVI, OVII and OVIII
along background QSOs in UV and soft X-ray

→ several detections reported with FUSE, 
Chandra,  and XMM/Newton (e.g., Fang et al. 
2002, Fujimoto et al. 2004, Nicastro et al. 2005) 
emission line survey (mainly of OVII and OVIII)

→ goal of DIOS (Yoshikawa et al.  2003, 2004)
absorption line systems along a GRB 
afterglow in soft X-ray

→ feasible with XEUS (X-ray Evolving Universe 
Spectroscopy) (Fiore et al. 2000, Kawahara et al. 
2005)
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OVII (561eV, 568eV, 574eV, 665eV) ,   OVIII (653eV)

Emission lines of oxygen in WHIM

Why oxygen emission Why oxygen emission 
lines ?lines ?

Most abundant other than H Most abundant other than H 
and Heand He
Good tracers of gas around Good tracers of gas around 
T=10T=1066～～10107 7 KK
No other prominent lines in 
E=500-660eV
Not restricted to regions 
towards background QSOs

⇒ systematic WHIM survey systematic WHIM survey 
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Good energy resolutionGood energy resolution to identify the emission to identify the emission 
lines from WHIM at different lines from WHIM at different redshiftsredshifts

ΔΔE<5eV  E<5eV  ⇒⇒ XX--ray calorimeter using superconductingray calorimeter using superconducting
TES (Transition Edge Sensor)TES (Transition Edge Sensor)

Large fieldLarge field--ofof--viewview and effective area for surveyand effective area for survey
SSeffeff = 100cm= 100cm22,, ΩΩ=1deg=1deg22 ⇒⇒ 44--stage reflection telescopestage reflection telescope

Angular resolution is not so important (but useful in Angular resolution is not so important (but useful in 
removing point source contaminations)removing point source contaminations)

Requirements for detection
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DIOS: DDiffuse IIntergalactic OOxygen SSurveyor

PI: Takaya Ohashi (Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.)  
+ Univ. of Tokyo,  JAXA/ISAS,  Nagoya Univ.,  Tokyo Metro. Univ.

A dedicated small satellite with cost < 40M USD
Proposed launch in 2008～2010 (not yet approved; 
looking for international collaboration)
Unprecedented  energy spectral resolution: ΔE=2eV in 
soft X-ray band (0.3-1.5keV)
Aim at unambiguous detection of WHIM via Oxygen 
emission lines
Estimate the dark baryon (WHIM) density contribution to 
the total cosmic baryon budget

A Japanese proposal of a 
dedicated X-ray mission to 

search for dark baryons
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DIOS: instrument and spacecraft

Area > 100 cm2

Field of View 50' diameter

S Ω ~100 cm2deg2

Angular Resol. 3' (162 pixels)

Energy Resol. 2 eV (FWHM)

Energy Range 0.3 – 1.5 keV

Life > 5 yr

see Ohashi et al. (2004; astro-ph/0402546) for further detail

Altitude: ~ 550 km
Inclination: 30°

Rotation period: 95 min

1.5 
m

5.9 m
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Univ of Tokyo:
K. YoshikawaK. Yoshikawa

Y.SutoY.Suto
JAXA/ISAS:

N. Yamasaki
K. Mitsuda

Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.:

T. Ohashi
Nagoya Univ.:

Y. Tawara
A. Furuzawa

PASJ 55 (2003) 879 
astro-ph/0303281

Searching for dark baryons with DIOS 
(DDiffuse IIntergalactic OOxygen SSurveyor)

Mock simulations
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z=0 z=0.3

Light-cone output from simulation

Cosmological SPH simulationCosmological SPH simulation in in ΩΩmm=0.3, =0.3, 
ΩΩΛΛ=0.7, =0.7, σσ88=1.0, and h=0.7 CDM with N=128=1.0, and h=0.7 CDM with N=12833 each for each for 
DM and gas DM and gas (Yoshikawa, (Yoshikawa, TaruyaTaruya, , JingJing, & , & SutoSuto 2001)2001)

LightLight--cone output from z=0.3 to z=0cone output from z=0.3 to z=0 by by 
stacking 11 simulation cubes of (75hstacking 11 simulation cubes of (75h--11Mpc)Mpc)33 at different zat different z

55°×°×55°°FOV mock dataFOV mock data in 64x64 grids on the skyin 64x64 grids on the sky

128 bins along the 128 bins along the redshiftredshift direction (direction (ΔΔzz=0.3/128)=0.3/128)
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Creating  Mock spectra from 
light-cone simulation output

For a given exposure time,For a given exposure time,
convolve the emissivityconvolve the emissivity according according 
to gas density and temperature in  to gas density and temperature in  
(5(5°°/64)/64)22 pixels over the lightconepixels over the lightcone
Add the Galactic line emissionAdd the Galactic line emission
(McCammon et al. 2002)(McCammon et al. 2002)
Add the cosmic XAdd the cosmic X--ray backgroundray background
contribution (powercontribution (power--law+Poisson law+Poisson 
noise)noise)

Then Then statistically subtract the statistically subtract the 
Galactic emission and the CXB Galactic emission and the CXB 
and obtain the residual spectra and obtain the residual spectra 
for for ΔΔE=2eV resolutionE=2eV resolution..

T=107K

T=106.5K

T=106K
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Surface brightness on the sky

0.03 < z < 0.04 0.09 < z < 0.11

Bolometric X-ray emission

0.03 < z < 0.04 0.09 < z < 0.11

0.0< z < 0.3

0.0< z < 0.3

OVII and OVIII line emission
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Simulated spectra: region A

A

0.94°×0.94° = 0.88 deg2

Texposure= 3x105sec

Shallow survey observation with the DIOS field-of-view (162pixels)
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Locating the WHIM in the local universeLocating the WHIM in the local universe

Simulation by Simulation by DolagDolag et al. (astroet al. (astro--ph/0310902)ph/0310902)

Initial condition: smoothing the observed galaxy density Initial condition: smoothing the observed galaxy density 
field of IRAS 1.2 field of IRAS 1.2 JyJy galaxy survey (over 5hgalaxy survey (over 5h--11Mpc), Mpc), 
linearly evolving back to z=50linearly evolving back to z=50

adiabatic run of dark matter and baryons (without adiabatic run of dark matter and baryons (without 
cooling or feedback) in a canonical cooling or feedback) in a canonical ΛΛCDM modelCDM model

Independent and earlier work to consider oxygen 
emissions from WHIM in constrained simulations

Kravtsov, Klypin & Hoffman, ApJ 571(2002)563

Yoshikawa, Yoshikawa, DolagDolag,, Suto, Sasaki, Yamasaki, Ohashi, 
Mitsuda, Tawara, Fujimoto, Furusho, Furuzawa, 
Ishida, Ishisaki & Takei

PASJ 56(2004)939, astro-ph/0408140
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Simulated local Simulated local 
universe universe 

vs. vs. 
2MASS map2MASS map

Soft X-ray map of 
the simulated 
local universe

(Yoshikawa et al. 
2004)

Coma

Virgo

Hydra-Centaurus

Pisces-Perseus

Horologium

A3627
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Simulated gas Simulated gas 
distribution on the distribution on the 
supergalacticsupergalactic planeplane

gas densitygas density

gas temperature
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Coma

Virgo

Hydra
Centaurus

Pisces-Perseus

Z = 0.02 Zsolar (ρ/ρmean)0.3
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Mock observation of simulated ComaMock observation of simulated Coma

S(0.5-2keV)

S(OVII) S(OVIII)

Tgas

1°×1°FOV

Surface brightness map [erg s-1cm-2sr-1]
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a small clump in front of simulated Comaa small clump in front of simulated Coma

S(0.5-2keV)

S(OVII) S(OVIII)

Tgas

1°×1°FOV

～10°(～5h-1Mpc) 
away from the line of 
sight toward Coma

Surface brightness map [erg s-1cm-2sr-1]
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Soft XSoft X--ray excess of Comaray excess of Coma
XMMXMM--Newton observations of the outskirts of ComaNewton observations of the outskirts of Coma
(Finoguenov, Briel & Henry 2003, A&A 410, 777)(Finoguenov, Briel & Henry 2003, A&A 410, 777)
associated Xassociated X--ray filament of 0.2keV warm gas ? ray filament of 0.2keV warm gas ? 
an intervening WHIM clump along the line of sight ?an intervening WHIM clump along the line of sight ?

Finoguenov et al.
(2003)

Simulated
observation 

(1/8)°× (1/8)°FOV

（T=0.2keV)

Yoshikawa et al. (2004)
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Fraction of cosmic dark baryons Fraction of cosmic dark baryons 
detectable via oxygen emissiondetectable via oxygen emission

OVII OVIII

DIOS
detection limit 
(Texp=105s;

S/N=10)

DIOS
detection limit 
(Texp=105s;

S/N=10)

Yoshikawa et al. (2004)



Searching for dark baryons via absorption 
line systems in a Gamma-ray burst afterglow

H.Kawahara, K.Yoshikawa, S.Sasaki, Y.Suto, N.Kawai, T.Ohashi,  
N.Yamasaki & K.Mitsuda
astro-ph/0504594 (submitted to Pub.Astron.Soc.Japan 2005)

first proposed by Fiore et al. (2000)
can probe higher z
can search for emission line counterparts later
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Model for GRB afterglow
Average spectrum fitted by Piro (2004)

Frequency of GRB afterglow with  
F>F0=6×10-11 erg/s/cm2/keV 

→ ～40/year/sky (from 6 years’ BeppoSAX data)
observing strategy: start of the observation and 

exposure time for 5000 photons/eV@500eV with 
XEUS (impossible with DIOS…)

ti =1 hour  and texp = 5ksec (for F0)
ti = 2 hour and texp = 12ksec (for F0)
ti = 1 day and texp = 15ksec (for 10F0)

-12--1
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Mock transmission Mock transmission spectra
of a GRB afterglowof a GRB afterglow

OVII 574eV
OVIII 654eV
FeXVII 826eV
NeIX 922eV

Z=0.1Zsun

Kawahara et al. (2005)

2 systems

1 system

no detection
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Statistics of absorption line systemsStatistics of absorption line systems
assuming collisional and photo-ionization equilibrium 

under CXB (Miyaji et al. 1998) and UVB (Shull et al. 1999)

equivalent width W [eV] equivalent width W [eV]

Kawahara et al. (2005)

XEUS 3σ detection limit
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baryon fraction detectable by baryon fraction detectable by 
absorption lines in the GRB afterglowabsorption lines in the GRB afterglow

W: equivalent width
RH(>W):  cumulative gas 

mass fraction
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baryon density baryon density 
from oxygen from oxygen 

absorption line absorption line 
systems in the systems in the 
GRB afterglowGRB afterglow
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undetected 
gas fraction

underestimate bias due to 
the clumpiness of WHIM

fraction of gas in baryons

very sensitive to the assumed temperature and metallicity

1 line system
2 line systems
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(along Mkn421 if T=106.1K; 
Nicastro et al.  2005)

e.g.,
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Prospects for dark baryon Prospects for dark baryon 
search via WHIM search via WHIM 

spectroscopyspectroscopy
DIOSDIOS will detect dark baryons in the form of WHIM from 
oxygen emission line survey (Yoshikawa et al. 2003)

ΔE=2eV,   Seff Ω=100 [cm2 deg2], Texp=105s, S/N=10
flux limit = 6x10-11 [erg/s/cm2/sr]  

DIOS DIOS will detect WHIM at outskirts of known galaxy 
clusters in the local universe (Yoshikawa et al. 2004)

origin of soft X-ray excess reported for clusters (e.g., Coma) 

XEUSXEUS will identify ～１ OVII absorption line system along a 
bright GRB (40 per year) with >3σ (Kawahara et al. 2005)

interesting but statistics is inevitably limited
estimate of baryon density is subject to big uncertainties such as 
temperature and metallicity …
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